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19-21 October 2010 and 21-24 October 2010:

GGI Asian Regional and
GGI World Conference
This year’s GGI Asian Regional and GGI World Conference
will take place at the Swissôtel in
the city centre of Beijing, China.
Horizon Group – an accounting
firm – and Lehman Lee & Xu – a
law firm – have many additional
national and international offices. They will be the host firms
of both conferences.
In this the second Asian Regional Conference we shall be
focusing on regional and sub
regional issues in terms of legal tax and audit accounting
and consulting issues. Furthermore, we will also be working
on how to gain the most benefit from GGI in Asia and how
to expand further in the region
which is the world’s second biggest economy. Wednesday will
be devoted to workshops and
lectures, on Thursday morning
there will be various practice
group meetings, for example
Susanna Norelid’s introduction
meeting for the Asian region.
Susanna Norelid is the chair-

People’s Republic of China
person of the practice group
Corporate & Commercial Law.
For further information about
this practice group meeting,
you can get an impression
of Susanna’s topic by going
to page 10. GGI’s Regional

...next page

DIARY
19 - 21 October 2010
GGI Asian Regional Conference
Beijing – China
➜

21 - 24 October 2010
GGI World Conference
Beijing – China
➜

12 - 14 November 2010
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➜
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Sophia Antipolis – France
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21 - 23 January 2011
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➜
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Manager for Middle East, Asia
and Africa, Peter Kaeser, will be
pleased to welcome the delegates in the Swissôtel and will
remain entirely at their disposal
during the stay.
The GGI World Conference
will take place from Thursday 21
October to Sunday 24 October.
We are proud to be welcoming
as keynote speaker Dr. Stephan
Rothlin, an expert on Chinese
and Indian ethical issues who,
inter alia
is the co-founder
of the Center for International
Business Ethics, CIBE, at the
University of Business and Economics in Beijing (www.cibe.
org.cn) and chairman of the Association for International Business Ethics, AIBE, registered
in Hong Kong (www.aibethics.
org) - please see Dr. Rothlin’s
article on Ethical Issues in
China on page 3. He will give
his keynote speech on Friday
morning, thereafter two rounds
of practice group meetings will
follow in the afternoon. Each
practice group will last 90 minutes in order that participants
are able to attend more than
one practice group meeting. Of
course, in addition to all the
practice group meetings, workshops and various lectures, an
interesting program including

Some facts about the Swissôtel Beijing

Swissôtel Beijing
Five star luxury hotel – Located at the intersection of:
Central Business District, Diplomatic District, Wangfujing
Shopping District. Accessible within 15 minutes: Tiananmen
Square, Downtown Beijing, China International Exhibition
Centre, Railway Station. Easy access from the Capital Airport
Highway and only a few steps from the subway station.

exciting day excursions and
sightseeing attractions for all
accompanying persons and
delegates is promised. We are
looking forward seeing you
soon in Beijing! For further information please contact GGI
Headquarter at any time.
Please read Mr. Jun Zhang’s
article below about “Behei
Park” – a “must” for all who are
coming to Beijing.

Beihai Park in Beijing
By Jun Zhang
Beihai Park is a royal park and
located in the center of Beijing,
just behind the Forbidden City.
This park was built in 1163 and it
had been the royal park for 5 dynasties of Liao, Jin, Yuan, Ming
and Qing. It covers an area of 69
hectares and is one of the oldest
and intact parks in China. The
Beihai lake is the center of the
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park, many different styles of ancient constructions are around
the lake, such as the White tower, the Nine dragon wall, the
Round city and the Plant garden.
The White tower was built in
1657 and it is the symbol building in the Beihai Park. There is a
beautiful story about the White
tower: In Qing dynasty, a buddhist monk from India came to

...next page

Editorial
Dear GGI members,
We are delighted to be able to present
you with this new and diverse edition
of INSIDER.
Once again, we have compiled an
interesting combination of articles
from all around the world: news,
background information, and articles
to prepare you for the upcoming
conference this year.
The GGI Asian Regional Conference
and the GGI World Conference
will be taking place soon. Among
others, Susanna Norelid from
Sweden will be in attendance and
invites you all to her practice group
meeting “Corporate & Commercial
Law”, which she will hold at both
conferences.
In Beijing, we look forward to
welcoming Dr. Stephan Rothlin,
co-founder of the Center for
International Business Ethics
(CIBE) at the University of Business
and Economics in Beijing, whose
current posts include chief editor
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of the Journal of International
Business Ethics, and chairman of the
Association. Dr. Rothlin’s research
focus is on the development of
ethics in an Asian context, especially
in China and India. He will be the
keynote speaker at this year’s GGI
World Conference. You can get a
taster of his fields of interest and
expertise on page 3.
And finally, the 2010 GGI conference
year will be rounded off with the
second EasyMeet. The event is
hosted by Ivan Simic, from SIMIC
& PARTNERJI, davcno svetovanje,
d.o.o., and will be held in Ljubljana,
Slovenia from November 12-14,
2010.
We hope to see many of you at the
conference in Beijing and, until then,
would like to wish you all the best,
sunny autumn days and, most of all,
an enjoyable read!
All the best,
Your GGI team
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Beihai Park with White Tower
Beijing and asked the emperor
of Qing dynasty to build a tower,
he said to the emperor: “You
should build a tower in Beijing, because it can protect your
country and people”. At that
time, Buddhism was very popular in China. Though the emper-

Nine dragon wall
or was not a buddihist monk,
he thought the tower would be
favorable for him to control the
people’s spirits. So, the emperor adopted his suggestion
and the White tower was built.
Now, the Beihai Park is the Chinese national key unit to be

Ethical Issues in China
By Dr. Stephan Rothlin
The financial crisis as well as
the consequences of the disastrous melamine scandal in the
milk industry in China might
be a great opportunity for entrepreneurs to discover the hidden value of ethics as a decisive
element in concluding successful business there.
At a glance the overall picture
for doing business in China appears gloomier than previously,
with widely differing predictions
on economic growth. This is the
first time the younger generation has been faced with having
to deal with an economic crisis
situation and nobody can possibly predict how they will react
in this regard.
The usual reaction to the implementation of business ethics in a Chinese context is still
widely regarded as something
which goes against the legitimate interests of growth and
profit and dismissed as weak-
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ening the competitive edge.
These fears are so deeply rooted that it would take a catastrophe in order to bring about a
sea change.
It is the profound financial
crisis that has already brought
about significant changes
which highlight the growing attention paid to ethical considerations. In the wake of a series
of major collapses of national
financial institutions, it is now
considered unacceptably scandalous for managers to continue to receive fat cat salaries
and bonus payments especially
when they failed in their businesses. The subtle distinction
between tax evasion and tax
avoidance is being questioned
more and more. It has to be
seen as great progress that
legislation regarding tax payment has become increasingly
international and highlights tax
fraud as unacceptable in any
legislative system.

...next page

protected and is the national
AAA scenic spot. I strongly recommend the attendees of GGI
Beijing Conference to come to
this park when they have free
time in Beijing, because they
will get to know even more interesting, exciting and mysteri-

ous stories from this park.
GGI member firm
Horizon Group
(Accounting Firm)
Beijing, China
Jun Zhang
E: contact@horizonllp.com.cn
W: www.horizongroup.com.cn

Keynote speaker at the
GGI World Conference in
Beijing - Dr. Stephan Rothlin
Dr. Stephan Rothlin was born
in Zurich and completed his
studies with a PhD in philosophy and economics on
the work of Friedrich August
von Hayek at the University
of Innsbruck, Austria, in 1991.
After teaching business ethics
and economics at the Universities in Innsbruck and Zurich,
he moved to Beijing in 1998.
His research interest and his
business outreach are focused on the development of
ethics in an Asian context, especially China and India where
he teaches regularly. Together
with his Chinese colleagues,
he is co-founder of the Center for International Business
Ethics, CIBE, at the University
of Business and Economics
in Beijing (www.cibe.org.cn).
He is also chairman of the
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Dr. Stephan Rothlin
Association for International Business Ethics, AIBE,
registered in Hong Kong
(www.aibethics.org), as well
as co-founder of the Macau
Association for Business
Ethics, MACASBE, and the
Ladanyi-Association
registered in Zurich. Besides his
native German, Dr. Rothlin is
fluent in French, Italian, Spanish, Mandarin and English.
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Also in China there is a new
opportunity to rediscover the
urgent need for more ethics in
the aftermath of the melamine
scandal, which revealed, as the
Chinese Prime Minister Wen
Jiabao rightly put it, a lack of
conscience 良心 (“liangxin”).
The Sanlu case shows how the
act of cutting corners by a gang
of crooks profoundly destroyed
not only the Shijiazhuang based
firm, but also severely damaged
the reputation of all the stakeholders involved, including
different layers of government,
supervisory bodies, innocent
farmers and parents. Initially
those parents published their
grievances on a website well
before the Olympic Games, but
after a visit made by a Sanlu
manager, who offered them a
bribe of RMB 50000, they decided to accept the cash and
shut down the website.
This sort of corruption seriously threatens the economy.
On the other hand, it provides
a special challenge for the new
kind of entrepreneurs – both
Chinese and foreigners – who
are not just obsessed with the
immediate lure of short term
profits, but base their actions
on sound analysis of their specific businesses. The present
situation offers the chance to
see the emergence of a new

Dr. Stephan Rothlin in his role as honorary headmaster of a primary school in Daguo, Hebei province
type of entrepreneur whose distinctive style is to strive for honesty and commitment for the
common good of society, both
on an individual and collective
level. These new entrepreneurs
in China recognize that a firm
commitment to ethics is crucial for the success of business
strategy. This can be seen in different crucial areas, for example, new innovative brands can
only be established in China if
the intellectual property rights
are safeguarded, and this cannot just be labelled as a legal
matter. Surprisingly, China still
lacks some self confidence in
regard to its own extremely rich
cultural and ethical heritage. Far
distant from nationalistic pride,

Matteo Ricci conference in Beijing in May 2010

www.ggi.com

a growing self awareness of the
inspirational treasure of Asian
wisdom would be a major driver in the recognition of common values in other cultures
(which is something xenophobic, nationalistic writers fiercely
oppose). If Beijing were to be
grounded in common values it
would provide the groundwork
for mutually beneficial crosscultural work. However, there is
depressing empirical evidence
in China of failed cross-cultural
cooperation, such as Danone
and Wahaha, Pepsi Cola’s clash
in Sichuan, etc.; a brief honeymoon is quickly followed by a
long and painful divorce process.
Today, the unique opportunity exists for Chinese firms
to forge ahead with creative
action, building up their own
brands. This includes ensuring
that the company or financial
institution develops a firmly
committed strategy concerning key ethical issues such as
a zero tolerance to bribes. In
the fight against corruption
the new entrepreneur needs to
shows moral courage and firm
conviction which must to be
solidly grounded in the crucial
values of integrity, honesty and
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trustworthiness; considered to
be the key Confucian values.
In the pursuit of truth it would
be fundamental to produce reliable accounting reports instead
of still relying on the age old
game of embellishing figures.
The ultimate test is the firm
commitment of the new entrepreneur to adhere to the new
labor laws and establish his or
her integrity by providing a safe
and healthy work place, also by
protecting the environment in
every possible way, even if that
imposes some marginal additional costs in the short term.
Dr. Stephan Rothlin
Secretary General
Center for International
Business Ethics
Chief Editor
Journal of International
Business Ethics
Huixin Xijie 18
Roman Garden B 306
Beijing 100029 P.R.C.
W: www.cibe.org.cn
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UPCOMING CONFERENCES

12-14 November 2010:
EasyMeet in Ljubljana, Slovenia
By Ivan Simic
This year’s GGI EasyMeet will
take place in the beautiful city of
Ljubljana, Slovenia. EasyMeet is
a special platform which offers
all youngsters and future partners the great opportunity of
becoming part of the network,
in order to get to know each
other and to build valuable, important business relationships.
GGI is proud to have Simic &
Partnerji as this year’s host firm.
Simic & Partnerji specializes in
financial audit and accountancy
services. From 12 to 14 November, Ivan Simic and his team
will be welcoming all attendees
in the Grand Hotel Union, the
premium address in Slovenia’s
capital city and ideally placed
for discovering its delights. The

Castle of Ljubljana
Grand Hotel Union was constructed in 1905 and is one of
the most elegant and beautiful
hotels in the region.
We are looking forward seeing you in Ljubljana. Please
register for this EasyMeet by 1
October 2010 at the latest. For
further information please contact GGI Headquarters.

GGI member firm
SIMIC & PARTNERJI,
davcno svetovanje, d.o.o.
(Audit & Accountancy Services,
Tax- and Management Consulting, Corporate Finance)
Ljubljana, Slovenia
Ivan Simic
E: ivan.simic@simic-partnerji.si
W: www.simic-partnerji.si

Ljubljana capital of
Slovenia
Ljubljana is a central
European city that lies in
a basin between the Alps
and the Adriatic Sea where
the Ljubljanica and Sava
rivers meet. Although
it has all the facilities of
a modern capital, it has
preserved its small-town
friendliness and relaxed
atmosphere. It is a vibrant
city full of surprises and
the surrounding area is
overflowing with natural
beauty and cultural sights
that bear witness to the
city’s dynamic history. The
region is also well known
for its walking, hiking and
cycle trails, plus a wide variety of culinary delights.

18-19 November 2010: 9th EBAN Winter
University, Sophia Antipolis, French Riviera
We are delighted to extend
a cordial invitation to the Early
Stage Investing: a New Asset Class, EBAN’s (European
Business Angel Network) 9th
annual conference, a two day
workshop including training
and company presentations
(www.eban.org). Thanks to
GGI member Anthony & Cie.,
France, GGI members, their
business partners and clients
can participate in this highly
interesting event.

www.ggi.com

Special opportunity for GGI
members, for your clients and
business partners
This November 18-19 private individual investors, serial entrepreneurs/angel investors, venture capitalists and
early stage investment funds
will gather in Sophia Antipolis, Europe’s and France’s own
“Innovation, Entrepreneurship
and Investment Valley”.
This Global Forum is being organized by the world’s

leading early stage investment
trade and lobbying organization, the European Business
Angel Network (EBAN) with
Sophia Business Angels (www.
sophiabusinessangels.com).
Network and build
new relationships!
This event is a great opportunity to meet up with
top level speakers, potential
new clients and partners as
e.g. with Christine Lagarde,
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Minister of Economic Affairs,
Industry and Employment of
the Republic of France, Senator Pierre Lafitte, Founder and
Honorary President of Sophia
Antipolis Business Angels,
Venture Capitalists, Business
Angels, and other corporate
representatives.
For further information,
please contact GGI head office. For more information
about EBAN please click here.
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10-12 September 2010:
GGI German Speaking Chapter
This year’s meeting of German-speakers brought together 53 GGI members from Germany, Switzerland, Austria, the
Netherlands and Italy. The conference was hosted by Walser
& Partner AG, and was a great
success, thanks to the support
of sponsors UBS, Etzel Immobilien, Canton of Schwyz and
Community of Freienbach and
the excellent organization of
Marco G. Walser and his team.
The meeting took place
on Saturday, September 11 in
late-summer sunshine at the

Seedamm Plaza Hotel, Pfäffikon, in the Canton of Schwyz.
This superb location on the
shore of Lake Zurich provided
the ideal backdrop for effective
networking. Kurt Zibung, the
Minister of Economic Affairs in
the Canton of Schwyz, opened
the conference. Oliver Biernat (Benefitax GmbH), Niels
Fischer (Fischer & Partner),
Adrian Gattiker (Etzel Immobilien AG) and Dr. Josef Vieider (Pichler Dejori Comploj
& Partner) then gave very interesting and informative lectures on the subjects of “German
exit tax” (O. Biernat), “Swiss taxes”
(Niels
Fischer),
“Stumbling blocks
in the settlement
of
companies
–
infrastructure
search and implementation” (Adrian Gattiker), and
“Current developFrom left to right: Michael Reiss von Filski ments in Italy, in
(CEO GGI), Claudio Cocca (GGI President & particular the latFounder), Marco G. Walser (Chairman of the est measures for
Board of Walser & Partner AG)
combating tax eva-

sion” (Dr. Josef Vieider).
After a delicious, satisfying lunch, the second half of
the program was introduced
by Marco G. Walser. His fascinating lecture on “Future
perspectives for the consultancy industry” left a lasting
impression. Michael Reiss von
Filski, CEO of GGI, and Claudio Cocca, GGI President &
Founder, then explained the
opportunities presented by
successful networking with
Geneva Group International in
their workshop, “Establishing
common grounds”.
The grand finale of this latesummer conference day was a
complete surprise: an evening
meal at “Luegeten” restaurant,
looking out over the rooftops
of Pfäffikon, with a view of Lake
Zurich and the island of Ufenau, the Churfirsten mountains
and the Glarus Alps beyond.
The late-Gothic Luegeten building dates from 1537, when it was
built in an amazing location on
the mule track and historical
“Road to Santiago” pilgrimage
route from Konstanz via the
Etzel to the religious pilgrimage

Restaurant „Luegeten“ near Pfäffikon

German Speaking Chapter in Freienbach

www.ggi.com
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German Speaking Chapter at
Seedamm Plaza Hotel
site of Einsiedeln and far-off
Santiago de Compostela.
Participants can already start
looking forward to the next German speaking chapter, which
will be held in Leiden in the
Netherlands and hosted by Johann F. Langelaar, Jost Donkersloot and Tim Rikmenspoel
from TeekensKarstens advocaten notarissen.
All presentations are available to GGI members in the
members-only area of the website.
GGI member firm
Walser & Partner AG
(Tax Consulting, Trust &
Wealth Management Services)
Zurich, Switzerland
Marco G. Walser
E: marco.walser@
walserpartner.ch
W: www.walserpartner.ch
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GGI new member firms
We wish to extend a very warm welcome to our new distinguished members

AUSTRIA

		

Prodinger & Partner WT - Steuerberatungs GmbH
Auerspergstrasse 8, 5700 Zell am See
Austria
T: +43 6542 73661 • F: +43 6542 73661 14
E: office@prodinger.at
W: www.prodinger.at

Dr. Manfred Schekulin

Company languages: German, English, French, Dutch, Italian, Slovenian
Contact person:
Dr. Manfred Schekulin, m.schekulin@prodinger.at
Services:
Financial Audit & Accountancy Services

ITALY

		

Volgger, Grüner & Partner
Carduccistrasse 8, 39100 Bozen
Italy
T: +39 0471 973 490 • F: +39 0471 973 440
E: info@vglex.it
W: www.vglex.it

Dr. Reinhart Volgger

Dr. Mirko Eller

Company languages: English, Italian, German
Contact person:
Dr. Reinhart Volgger, reinhart.volgger@vglex.it
		
Dr. Mirko Eller, mirko.eller@vglex.it
Services:
Law Firm

UNITED STATES

		
		

The Ruchelman Law Firm
150 East 58th Street, 14th Floor
NY 10155, New York
United States
T: +1 212 755 3333 • F: +1 212 755 5898
E: ruchelman@ruchelaw.com
W: www.ruchelaw.com

Simon H. Prisk

Company languages: English
Contact person:
Simon H. Prisk, prisk@ruchelaw.com
Services:
Law Firm

www.ggi.com
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UNITED STATES

		

Cantor & Webb P.A. Attorneys at Law
1001 Brickell Bay Drive, Suit
FL 33131, Miami, Florida
United States
T: +1 305 374 3886 • F: +1 305 371 4564
W: www.cantorwebb.com

Steven L. Cantor

Company languages: English, French, Russian, Slovenian
Contact person:
Steven L. Cantor, steve@cantorwebb.com
Services:
Law Firm, Tax Consulting, Trust & Wealth Management Services

UNITED STATES

		

Eisner & Lubin LLP
444 Madison Avenue, 11th floor
NY 10022, New York City, New York
United States
T: +1 212 751 91 00
W: www.eisnerlubin.com

Robert Simon

Company languages: English, Arabic, Greek, Hebrew, Hindi, Slovenian, Mandarin, Korean, Tagalog, Marathi
Contact person:
Robert Simon, rsimon@eisnerlubin.com
Services:
Financial Audit & Accountancy Services, Tax Consulting, Management Consulting, Corporate Finance,
		
Trust & Wealth Management Services

UNITED STATES

		
		
		

Pustorino, Puglisi & Co., LLP
488 Madison Ave
NY 10022, New York City, New York
United States
T: +1 212 832 11 10
F: +1 212 755 67 48
E: info@pustorino.com
W: www.pustorino.com

Rocco Totino

Company languages: English, Italian
Contact person:
Rocco Totino, rtotino@pustorino.com
Services:
Financial Audit & Accountancy Services, Tax Consulting, Management Consulting

www.ggi.com
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Haw Five Active Party
In the early summer in
Bulgaria, Active celebrated 15
years of its establishment with
a meeting with its clients. The
event was called Haw Five Activ
Party - a combination of names
Hawaii and Five - the name of
the establishment, located on
the Black Sea shore. In a pleasant and fresh atmosphere Activ
expressed to its clients not only
professional but also partner
support. The official party guest
Johnny Walker was approved

by all. Wishes for good health
and success have been supplemented by considering this crisis as a generator of new ideas
and opportunities. We forward
this wishes also to you!
GGI member firm
ACTIV Ltd.
(Audit & Accountancy Services,
Tax- & Management Consulting)
Dobich, Bulgaria
E: activ_d@abv.bg
W: www.activ.bg

Haw Five Active Party

M L Bhuwania & Co., Mumbai, India
inaugurates their new office
By Jaiprakash Baraigra
The new office covers over
3,000 sq. ft., accommodates
46 people and is located in
the prime business locality of
South Mumbai. Important establishments, like the Income
Tax Department, Mumbai High
Court, Bombay Stock Exchange,
Reserve Bank of India and Gateway of India, are within a 5 to10
minutes drive.
As a contribution to the
firm’s go-green effort, the office is equipped with LED

www.ggi.com

lights which
reduce the
power consumption by
at least 40%,
and the interior
layout ensures
natural light
throughout
the office so
that
most Managing Partner, Mr. Bairagra and his corner office
areas
do
not need artificial lighting until panse of the Arabian Sea and
1600 hours on a bright day. Mumbai’s picturesque Marine
Some sections overlook the ex- Drive.

Mumbai is the commercial and financial capital of India being the location of the
headquarters of some large
companies, banks, financial
institutions and government
organizations.
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GGI member firm
M.L. Bhuwania & Co.
(Chartered Accountants)
Mumbai, India
Jaiprakash Baraigra
E: mlbcobom@vsnl.com
W: www.mlbca.in

INSIDER
Lawsuits against solicitors
up more than 160 % in 2009
By Susanna Norelid
Chairman of the practice group
Corporate & Commercial Law
A tremendous increase in the
number of lawsuits against professionals and a tougher professional environment world wide,
the professional liability issues
are in the spotlight more than
ever. But, what is professional liability? Do I need to worry about
this question as an accountant,

tax advisor or other financial or
legal adviser?
Professional liability arises
where a professional is negligent, that is where the professional breaches a duty of care
to another person. The duty is
to perform the required task to
the standard of skill, care and
diligence of a reasonable person performing similar work.
A person who suffers a loss
because of a negligent act can

make a civil claim for compensation for that loss.
Experienced professionals
need to have a good professional indemnity insurance
policy. The insurance also
needs to be maintained after
the work is done to ensure it
is valid at the time a claim is
made. The only circumstance
where you would not have your
own insurance as a contractor
would be where you were only

Profile of Susanna Norelid
Susanna Norelid, Managing Partner, Advokat,
Advokatfirman NorelidHolm
Education
University of Lund (LL.M., 1991), University of
London, Master of International Business Law
(LL.M., 1993).
Experience
Founder/Managing partner, Advokatfirman
NorelidHolm, since 2005
Partner, Advokatfirman Delphi & Co, 2003-2005
Associate, Delphi & Co, 2000 - 2003
Associate, Advokatfirman Bergling & Partners,
1996-2000
The Swedish Competition Authority, 1993-1996

Swedish Bar Association, International Bar Association, ICC Commission on Competition,
ICC Commission on Financial Services and
Insurance, ICC Commission on Marketing and
Advertising, Swedish Association for Marketing
Law (board member), Swedish Insurance Association, American Club of Sweden, SwedishAmerican Chamber of Commerce Mentor programme and IADC (International Association of
Defense Counsel).
Legal services
- Corporate and commercial law
- EU and competition law
- Insurance- and reinsurance law
- Marketing law

Susanna Norelid
doing work for one client and
that client gave you a comprehensive indemnity.
Join the GGI Corporate &
Commercial Law Practice Group
meeting in Beijing. Several
prominent speakers will give us
an insight to the risks, trends
and developments within their
respective jurisdiction and part
of the world. We will then open
up for an interesting roundtable
discussion regarding OUR LIABILITY AS PROFFESSIONALS
and how we can protect ourselves.
GGI member firm
Advokatfirman NorelidHolm
(Law Firm)
Stockholm, Sweden
Susanna Norelid
E: susanna.norelid@
norelidholm.com
W: www.norelidholm.com

New practice group: “International Estate
Planning, Trust and Wealth Management”
By Prof. Robert Anthony
Chairman of the practice
group International Estate
Planning, Trust and Wealth
Management

www.ggi.com

I am delighted to launch
this group at the Beijing conference and act as its first
Chairman.
It is the intention to develop
this practice group which in-

cludes trusts and private equity issues. The idea is to enable
cross jurisdictional support by
member firms internationally
creating investment opportunities and vehicles for firms
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and clients. The opportunity
to create our own technology fund and cross fertilize
international projects will create new missions and new

...next page
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openings for sponsorship by
banks and other institutions.
In addition technical exchange should not be forgotten together with important
evolution in domestic legislation in home countries that
could be of interest to other
members of GGI.
The meeting will formalize by appointing regional
representatives. Steve Cantor
– Partner of Cantor & Webb
P.A. Attorneys at Law, Miami,
Florida – for example already
agreed on being the Regional
Chairman North America.
Your ideas and contributions are welcome. If you
know colleagues who could
be potentially interested or
sponsors please help be part
of GGIs future from today. I
will see you at our meeting
in Beijing. This will give us
the opportunity to better support clients wishing to invest

Profile of Prof. Robert Anthony

Prof. Robert Anthony
across borders as well as exchanging technology.
GGI member firm
Anthony & Cie
(Estate Planning, Trust &
Wealth Management Services,
International Tax Advice)
Sophia Antipolis, France
Prof. Robert Anthony
E: robert@antco.com
W: www.antco.com

Professor Robert Anthony
is a Chartered Certified Accountant (UK) and Certified
Financial Planner (France).
He is also a Professor of
International Tax Law and
teaches in the Faculty of the
University Thomas Jefferson
School of Law San Diego,
California, USA.
He is Principal Partner
at Anthony & Cie an international family office based
in France and London. The
practice consists of lawyers,
wealth managers and administrators, and tax experts.
It advises on cross-border
tax issues, often relating to
property, inheritance, investments, international trade.
Prof. Anthony is a member of ACCA (Association of

Chartered Certified Accountants), CIP (Chambre des Indépendants du Patrimoine),
CGPC (Conseil en Gestion
de Patrimoine Certifié), IFA
(International Fiscal Association) and ITPA (International
Tax Planning Association).
He is also on the board of
the Institute of Directors Monaco, Sophia Business Angels, and Angel Investment
Funds.
Prof. Anthony has chaired
and spoken at many international seminars. He has
over the years submitted
large number of publications
to various professional journals. He also authored the
book ‘International Fiscal
Strategy’ published by Monitor Press in London.

Profile of Steven L. Cantor,
Regional Chairman North America of the Practice Group
“International Estate Planning, Trust and Wealth Management”
Steven L. Cantor - Managing Partner of Cantor & Webb
P.A., a Miami, Florida based
law firm focused on the representation of high net worth
international private clients
and family offices in the areas of international tax and
estate planning, tax compliance, wealth preservation
and commercial matters. He
is a member of the Florida,
District of Columbia and
New York Bars, American
Bar Association and International Bar Association.

www.ggi.com

As one of the earliest professionals from the United
States asked to join London based Society of Trust
and Estate Practitioners
(“STEP”), he subsequently founded and served as
Chairman of the STEP Miami Branch, STEP Worldwide
Council and Steering Committee of the Annual STEP
Caribbean Conference.
Mr. Cantor has chaired
and spoken at many international conferences, contributed articles to respected

ognized as one of the world’s
leading international private
client attorneys by Chambers
Global and USA (2009).

Steven L. Cantor
journals and maintained
Martindale-Hubbell
Legal
Directory highest “AV” rating
for over 25 years. He is rec-
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GGI member firm
Cantor & Webb P.A.
Attorneys at Law
(Law Firm, Tax Consulting,
Trust & Wealth Management
Services)
Miami, Florida, USA
Steven L. Cantor
E: steve@cantorwebb.com
W: www.cantorwebb.com
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Raghu Marwah is the Chairman of
the Delhi Chapter of Young Indians
We are pleased to inform
you that Mr. Raghu Marwah,
Managing Partner of R. N.
Marwah & Company has been
appointed as the Chairman of
the Delhi Chapter of Young
Indians (Yi) for the Financial
Year 2010-11 at an event hosted on August 31, 2010. Yi is an
integral part of the Confedera-

tion of Indian Industry (http://
cii.in/), India’s premier business association. As the Chairman, Raghu Marwah would act
as a change leader to mobilize
the members of Delhi Chapter towards the following focus
areas:
1. Innovation and Entreprenuership

2. Energy efficiency and
demand side management
3. Business ethics
4. Student outreach programs
GGI member firms
R.N. MARWAH & Company
(Chartered Accountants)
New Dehli, India
Raghu Marwah

Raghu Marwah
E: raghu.m@rnm.in
W: www.rnm.in

COMMON INTEREST

Smart Grids
By Dr. Matthias von Oppen
and Dr. Michael Karger
A universal rule of the power
generation and distribution
market has been that generation has to follow the demand.
With the upcoming alternative
energies, this rule will have to
be turned around: In order to
make efficient use of wind and
solar power, demand will have
to follow the generation in order to use or even store electric
energy when it is available. For
example, a freezer could serve
as energy storage if it cools
down from -18 to e.g. -30 centigrade once the wind is blowing
or the sun is shining. During
the subsequent hours, it will
not use any energy at all until its regular temperature has
been reached again. Electric
vehicles could start charging,
dishwashers could start washing at times when alternative
energies are in the overflow.
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But how do these devices
“know” when they should behave this way? The answer lies
in the so-called “Smart Grids”
and “Smart Meters”, which are
likely to revolutionize power
generation, distribution and
consumption in the coming
years. Some call these technologies a democratization of the
electricity network. Residential
micro generation, virtual power
plants and dispersed storage
facilities will become omnipresent this way. Smart Grids will
also change the market in the
sense that energy providers are
facing unexpected competition: Cisco, Google, Deutsche
Telekom, Siemens and many
other players in the IT and telecoms arena are eagerly developing in this field. Earlier this
year, Google Energy obtained
the official license to trade energy in the United States.
There are, however, a number of issues to be resolved

Phase-Out-Model
before the new technology can
work efficiently and is accepted by customers: For example,
huge amounts of technical
and user data will be gathered
through smart meters, and
must be transmitted and processed. Some of the key legal
questions are: What kind of
data will be collected and processed, who will store, control
and own the data and which
entities will be in charge of
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the overall technical infrastructure? The legal discussions are
just about to begin.
GGI member firm
Wendler Tremml
Rechtsanwälte
(Law Firm)
Dr. Matthias von Oppen
Dr. Michael Karger
E: mvonoppen@law-wt.de
mkarger@law-wt.de
W: www.law-wt.de
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How to „invent“ new products?
By Elisabeth Heller
Chairperson of the Practice
Group “Enhanced Business
Opportunities”
Part I – To grow or not
to grow and the business
life cycle
Certainly our businesses
need to grow in order to guarantee sustainable business
development.
Clients’ requirements are
changing. A mature relationship between the mandator
and the service firm stipulates
that the clients’ teams learn
from us and become more
and more independent from
our services.
Let me give a simple example: A start-up company has
to be instructed how to do
the accounting, then – after
the first professional results –
a sophisticated management
information and reporting
system will be installed - good
work done by a GGI tax adviser. We have to train our clients
to fine tune their reporting
systems. Suddenly the clients
will not need our help with the
same intensity as at the beginning of our co-operation.
Similar examples can be
found for legal work and for
management
consultancy.
The clients’ business is a
“learning organisation”. Consequently, our share in the
clients’ expenses will decrease
and thus we need additional
turnover. Moreover, we have
built up resources and capacities to be covered. Our marketing issue: From the same
client or from a new one?
Empiric researches show
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Yes we can
that it will cost seven times
more effort to win a new client
than to sell a new product to
an existing mandator.
With this empiric result in
our minds we should focus on
finding new products for our
existing clients, before making intensive and costly marketing campaigns to identify
new clients.
How to come to new product
for our clients?
1. Analyse your key clients and
their life cycle:
You know a product’s life
cycle. Also companies have a
life cycle:
Phase I – Creativity: Companies may start in a very early
stage– with a special culture of
creativity and team spirit. Creativity may be accompanied
by chaos. As long as there are
small and strong teams, communication will function more
or less automatically.
Phase II – Structure and
Clear Competences: This
phase must be structure driv-

en to survive – clear tasks,
competences and responsibilities are needed. Mostly, their
structure is centralised – with
high pressure on the still lean
management team.
Phase III – Delegation: The
management delegates tasks
and competences to experts
and specialists. The consequence may be a dangerous
loss of control.
Phase IV – Coordination:
Enterprises will grow and develop, will find more maturity and will perhaps struggle
with too much bureaucracy.
Because delegation processes
need to be coordinated. And
coordination drives to bureaucracy.
Phase V – Collaboration:
New team-based projects try
to solve the bureaucracy crises. New IT-based management information systems
have to be developed and
implemented.
Side Attacks: New markets,
new products, new competitors, new technologies require
changes in strategic orienta-
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tion. The issue of succession
has to be solved.
Whenever you are diagnosing the stage of your client on
this enterprise life cycle, you
will get more details about
your client’s requirements,
because you can anticipate
the next steps in his development and what he will need to
be successful.
2. Understanding Your Client:
What does your Client need
now?
You know your client best,
and can diagnose his actual
needs. Do not regard his position only from the technical, economic, legal or specific
expert side. Understand that
your client and also his team
and management members
are human beings and that
they are emotionally driven.
Understand the psychological aspect and approach them
from this side as well. Managers normally are very lone personalities. They need sparring
partners, to exchange ideas
and to leave their negative feelings and emotions with them.
3. Client Screening: Questions, questions, questions
Make interviews with your
client’s managers and ask
them what they really need.
4. Analyse your existing product portfolio
There are a lot of services that you offered to some
of your clients over the last 5
years. Did you offer them to
all of them? Reactivate these
services. Exchange ideas with
your partners and team members. Ask them about their observations on behalf of clients
and the development of your
business. 
...next page
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After screening the client’s
actual needs, start with the
Product Developing Process.
Make a list of all new product ideas and catalogue the
essential steps to set up a
new service line. Remember
that sometimes it is better to
repack existing services and
to give them a more modern, stylish or sophisticated
image. Reflect how to motivate the mandator to use your
services. Ask yourself: What
is the essential advantage
for your client to adopt your
services, your solutions, your
consulting package.
If you have any comments or positive experience
with “inventing” new prod-

ucts please share it with us
and send me an e-mail to
e.heller@hellerconsult.com.
GGI member firm
Heller Consult Tax and
Business Solutions Ltd. Vienna
(Management Consulting,
Corporate Finance, Trust &
Wealth Management Services)
Vienna, Austria
Elisabeth Heller
E: e.heller@hellerconsult.com
W: www.hellerconsult.com

Free Trade Agreement and Tax Trade Agreement
between Mexico and Colombia
By Sergio Guerrero Rosas
After Mexico and Colombia
signed the Free Trade Agreement (TLC) on June, 1994
(Nowadays known as TLC-G2),
the doors to the global economy
were opened to start a new beginning with commerce realities
for such Nations. Being Mexico
the 4th commercial partner with
Colombia, with a global commerce near to the 4 thousand
million dollars, last April 8th
from 2010, both countries subscribed 5 decisions to go deeper
on the “G-2” and to improve
the access to many national
products from the industry and
agriculture, giving preference to
the Mexican market to export
products such as bovine meat,
dry milk, cheese, comfitures,
bakery products, palm oil, beverages and cigarettes, products
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that were excluded from the tax
relief program.
Likewise, it has been added
to the “G-2” an “evolutionary
clause”, by means of which the
countries commit to review the
possibility to improve the future of the conditions for the
access of the assets.
It is expected that with this
strengthening on the commercial relationships, it is also
increase the bilateral flow investment, since during year
2008, the direct foreign investment from Mexico at Colombia – without including the petroleum sector and the profit
reinvestment- reach an amount
of 411,8 million dollars, number
that experimented an increase
of 21% compared with the previous year, being higher on 71,4
million dollars, according to the
amounts stated by the Industry,

Commerce and Tourist ministry
from Colombia.
Overlaying with equal importance, there is also the
negotiations performed on
August 2009 by the Ministry
of Finance and Public Credit,
and the Finance and Public
Credit Department, where the
Colombian and Mexican Governments subscribed an agreement to avoid double tax payment, this motivates foreign
investment, reduces the consolidate and effective tax burden, gives certainty that a double tax payment will not occur
on a single income, and allows
to excuse from the income tax
to the shareholder when this
tax is paid by the company, also
improving the control for the
evasion and avoidance of taxes, subject that nowadays it’s a
priority for both governments.
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Sergio Guerrero Rosas
GGI member firm
INTEGROUP,
Tax, Legal & Audit
Guadalajara, Jalisco; Mexico
Sergio Guerrero Rosas,
Regional Chairman LatinAmerica; GGI Practice Group
International Taxation
E: sguerrero@integroup.com.mx
W: www.integroup.com.mx
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Final losses by a non-resident subsidiary are
deductible in the parent company’s Member State
By Brigitte Jakoby
In Germany it has now been
made clear just when exactly
losses incurred by a non-resident subsidiary may be taken
into account in the parent company’s Member State. Two decisions made by the Federal Fiscal
Court, allow for the deduction of
so-called “final” losses incurred
by non-resident subsidiaries.
At the same time the judges
defined the term “final”, something which has remained rather
vague up to now.
All this was a result of the jurisdiction of the European Court.
In the past the latter has passed
several judgments in which it
refused to allow the unrestricted
deduction of losses incurred by
non-resident subsidiaries. The

Federal Fiscal Court Munich
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decisions made in the cases of
Marks & Spencer and Lidl Belgium attracted considerable attention. Both companies trade
in several countries.
Lidl Belgium wanted to have
its losses taken into account by
the parent company in Germany, and Marks & Spencer wanted to deduct the losses incurred
by its non-resident subsidiaries
in several European States in
the UK, the parent company’s
State of residence.
The European Court had to
verify whether the restrictions
imposed on the deduction of
losses by non-resident subsidiaries were compatible with the
principle of freedom of establishment. The fact that losses incurred by resident subsidiaries
could be deducted by a resident

Brigitte Jakoby
parent company whereas the
deduction of losses incurred by
non-resident subsidiaries was
restricted, may have offended
against the discrimination ban
and thus restricted freedom of
establishment.
But the E.C. judges` rulings
were considerate of the Member States` concerns. The EU
Member States have the autonomous power to impose
tax laws. The restrictive laws
concerning the deduction of
losses are compatible with EU
law. As there is no pan-European agreement on income tax,
double taxation is to be avoided
by cross-national treaties. Only
in the case where the losses are
“final”, that is to say where the
losses cannot be taken into account in the subsidiary’s state
of residence, can the parent
company’s Member State act
in its place.
So what is meant by “final”
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losses? The Federal Fiscal Court
has given us a definition. Losses
are not “final” when they are not
deductible according to the subsidiary’s state of residence tax
laws or after the period of losses carried forward has expired.
They are only “final” when they
cannot be taken into account
because of de facto reasons, for
example the change of corporate form from a non-resident
subsidiary into a limited liability company, or the transfer of
the company or likewise, giving
up its activities. In these cases
the losses incurred are to be
taken into account in the parent company’s Member State
at the base of tax not only for
income and corporate tax, but
also for trade tax. The deduction
of these losses is however only
valid for the assessment and
levy period in which the “finality” is to be “final”.
GGI member firm
Jakoby Dr. Baumhof Wirtschaftsprüfer
Steuerberater Rechtsanwälte
(Tax, Legal & Audit firm)
Rothenburg o.d. Tauber,
Germany
Brigitte Jakoby
E: brigitte.jakoby@
jakoby-baumhof.de
W: www.jakoby-baumhof.de
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Recapitulative statement on
services to combat VAT fraud
By Martin Thieslauk
Great expectations linked
with the idea of the Common
European Market are still being disillusioned in daily business environment when UE
companies and their (tax)
consultants have to face again
and again new administrative
burdens. A measure that keeps
us busy these days is the new
application of the recapitulative statement (RS) on intraCommunity services in B2B
relations which has caused not
little confusion amongst our
international service providers.
As a consequence of the
elimination of customs controll inside the European Community a unified system for
the exchange of information
on supplies of goods had been
established. Starting July 2010,
this so called recapitulative
statement, up to now only applicable for flows of goods, has
to be submitted as well for
B2B services on which VAT is
taxable and not tax-free in an-

other EU-member State and
for which the recipient of the
service is tax-liable. Also those
entrepreneurs who, not seated
in a member State, have generated turnover in that State are
obliged to file a recapitulative
statement.
The following criteria refer
to the latest changes in Germany; similar (but sometimes
slightly different) regulations
apply in the whole European
Community:
➜ The RS has to be submitted for each calendar quarter;
under certain conditions the
reporting period can be prolonged to a calendar year.
➜ In case the value of the
services to be reported exceeds the quarterly amount of
100.000 € (from 01.01.2012:
50.000 €), the RS has to be
submitted monthly with retroactive effect.
➜ The RS has to be submitted until the 25th day from the
end of the reporting period.
Granted permanent prolongations of time limits for the pre-

sentation of provisional VAT
declarations do not apply for
the submission of the RS.
➜ The RS will not be submitted for periods without any reportable turnover.
The RS has to contain the
following data:
➜ Services to recipients seated in another member States
for which VAT has to be paid by
these recipients in the member
State where they are seated.
➜ VAT-registration number of
each of the recipients.
➜ The assessment base of the
services rendered to the recipient (sec. 18a para. 4 S. 1 no. 3
UStG = German VAT Act).
➜ Decisive for the reporting
period is the moment of rendering the services irrespectively when taxes are paid by
the entrepreneur
Despite these seemingly
clear instructions, the experience with our clients operating
in international service business has proved that there is

Martin Thieslauk
no automatic implementation
of such measures just by pushing a button. That’s why we
have elaborated for our clients
in Germany individual solutions adjusted to their own
business procedures. We will
be happy to share these with
the partners of the GGI alliance and their clients.
GGI member firm
Benefitax GmbH,
Steuerberatungsgesellschaft,
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft
(Tax & Audit firm)
Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Martin Thieslauk
E: m.thieslauk@benefitax.de
W: www.benefitax.de

CLA Abogados - Starting small
turning out a big hit
By Alan Elizondo Medina
Eventhough Costa Rica is a
small country located in Central
America, in the past few decades it has become one of the
most important countries in
Latin America. Initially known
in the world for their exports of
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coffee and banana (which still
is of great importance to this
date), the later years the country has also been acclaimed not
only for its natural ecoturism,
but as an important business
area. It isn’t a secret that Costa
Rica has the most stable political environment in all Latin

America, mostly due to the abolition of the army since 1949.
Also, its inhabitants have one
of the most literate population
not only in its area, but in the
world, this translates into being
a great work force for business
all over the world.

...next page
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In other terms, Costa Rica
is slowly but surely turning
into an exceptional place to
attract business from all over
the world. Nowadays, between
globalization and internet, the
farthest imaginable place is just
a click away.
Definitely an important tool
that has helped not only our
office but the country itself to
place its business in the world
market has been GGI. Through
its numerous members all
around the world and also with
its countless contacts and clients, GGI has been one of the
most important tools any law
firm or accountant firm can use
to promote their services all
over the world. A few years ago
it was unthinkable for a small
sized country like Costa Rica to
make alliances with world powers located more than 10.000
miles away. Today it is not only
possible, but it is already hap-

pening, CLA Abogados has already enabled China and Spain
to participate in various tenders both in the public and
private areas. CLA Abogados
has become a bridge between
the client and the suppliers and
it has definitely been growing
ever since we first became a
member of GGI two years ago.
Without a doubt, Costa Rica
has certain qualities that make
it unique for foreign investors
to take advantage of the virtues
our country offers. Just to name
a few we could mention a stable
government and currency, tax
incentives, location, the nature,
a healthy local economy, a good
medical infrastructure, no ownership restrictions among numerous others advantages that
makes Costa Rica not only a
paradise for vacationers but for
entrepreneurs too.
The potential our office has
reached is thanks to the con-

nections and benefits that Geneva Group Members offers
to all its affiliates. There’s no
doubt that as the economy recovers from the crisis Latin
America, and especially Costa
Rica will definitely take advantage of all the benefits that a
modern, globalized world can
offer by being a GGI member,

and for that we thank all of
you.
GGI member firm
CLA Abogados
(Law Firm)
San José, Costa Rica
Alan Elizondo Medina
E: cla@claabogados.com
W: www.claabogados.com

India poised for major tax reforms
to become world’s favourite foreign
direct investment (FDI) destination
By Dipankar Chatterji
India today ranks among
the top five global FDI destinations in the world. Annual
FDI inflow is around US $ 37
billion and is increasing every
year. World investment is not
only attracted by the size of
the market but also by the
high returns on capital. Indian operations of many multinationals have out -shone
their overseas parents.
Also India’s weightage in
the Morgan Stanley Capital In-
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ternational (MSCI) emerging
markets index has increased
to 11.5% in 2010 (compared
to 4.25% in 2002). During
2009-10 net inflow of funds
to India from foreign institutional investor was over US $
29 billion.
To ease the entry of foreign capital in India a major
overhaul of the tax system is
currently under way. Government of India has approved
recently the new direct tax bill
to replace the 50-year-old Indian income tax law. The new

law sharply reduces the tax
burden for foreign companies
in India. It also removes uncertainties in tax judgments
and interpretations for foreign
companies operating in India,
introduces an advance pricing
agreement regime for transfer
pricing and also proposes to
modify the test of residence
for companies in India. This
new law will lower net incidence of tax and will also
reduce litigation and bring
predictability to tax rulings.
India is simultaneously intro-
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Dipankar Chatterji
ducing the goods and service
tax to replace farious indirect
taxes. As India at present
has a federal tax structure,
tax rates vary from one state
to another within the country. Introduction of the uniform Goods and Service Tax
(one to be levied by the Centre

...next page
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and another to be uniformly
levied by all the States) will
make India truly a common
market and anomalies of
varying tax burdens between
states will disappear. Overall
incidence of the numerous in-

direct taxes will reduce and
GST will give more relief to
industry and trade through
a more comprehensive and
wide input tax set off and service tax set off. Implementation of the new GST is expect-

ed to result in an increase of
2 - 2.5% in India’s GDP.
Exports could increase by
well over 10%. The new tax
regime is expected to be in
place very soon.

GGI member firm
LB Jha & Co
(Chartered Accountants)
Calcutta, India
Dipankar Chatterji
E: dchatterji@lbjha.com
W: www.lbjha.com

FPS Fritze Wicke Seelig and Teekens
Karstens advise German insurance
group on INEAS insolvency
In July 2010, more than
50,000 German motorists, as
well as a large number of insured drivers from other countries, learned in the press that
their third party liability motor
insurance policies from INEAS
and Lady CarOnline would only
be valid up to the end of August
2010, owing to the insurance
company’s financial difficulties.
For some time up to this
point, the Dutch International
Insurance Corporation (IIC) N.
V. had been providing stimulus
to the German motor insurance
market by offering attractive
tariffs under the brand names
INEAS and Lady CarOnline.
In addition to the customers, a large German insurance
group, which for understandable reasons does not wish
to be named here, was also

Johan F. Langelaar
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affected by the IIC insolvency.
This company carried out a
wide range of services for IIC
customers and also acted as
a reinsurer. At the beginning
of July, it suddenly found itself
obliged, as a result of contracts
concluded with IIC and direct
commitments to the customers of INEAS, to continue providing services without receiving reimbursement of expenses
from IIC.
This uncertainty was further
increased by the fact that the
announcements made by the
Dutch authorities were initially
only available in the Dutch language. Furthermore, the insurance group had never before
been confronted with the insolvency of a foreign cooperation
partner. The Dutch regulations
created especially for the case
of the insolvency of insurance
companies were largely unknown in the Netherlands, and
even more so in Germany. The
German insurance group was
therefore faced with a number
of questions, such as: “What
effect do the ‘emergency rules’
imposed in the Netherlands
have on the business of INEAS?” “Did the Dutch authorities envisage preferential han-

dling of the German insurance
group’s right of recourse if it
continued to provide services
to the customers of INEAS?”
“Is there some kind of rescue system for cases such as
this?” “What risks were associated with a cancellation of the
contracts agreed between the
German group and IIC?” “How
should the German insurance
group behave towards the insured motorists and IIC?”
In this dramatic situation, it
was essential to obtain sound
advice within a few days, or
even a few hours.
The legal department of the
insurance group approached
Deutsche Bank, asking them
to suggest an appropriate
law firm, and Deutsche Bank
was aware that the author of
this article speaks Dutch and
that FPS, as part of the GENEVA GROUP, cooperates with
Dutch lawyers. This led to FPS
and Teekens Karstens (Mr J.
F. Langelaar) clarifying the legal situation for the insurance
group within a few days, making suggestions for the course
of action to be taken and leading the first negotiations with
the legally appointed administrators for IIC.
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Dr. Reinhart Nacke
GGI member firm
FPS Fritze Wicke Seelig
(Law Firm, Tax Consulting)
Dusseldorf, Germany
Dr. Reinhart Nacke
E: nacke@fps-law.de
W: www.fps-law.de
GGI member firm
TeekensKarstens
advocaten notarissen
(Law Firm)
Leiden, The Netherlands
Johan F. Langelaar
E: langelaar@tklaw.nl
W: www.teekenskarstens.nl
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Interesting news from Italy
By Dr. Carlo Dalla Libera
In Italy, EU countries can
choose their preferred taxation: firms resident in the European Union that undertake
new economic dealings in Italy
can request the application of
the current tax standards of another EU country. This possibility also applies to these firms’
employees and collaborators.
To take advantage of this benefit, the firm needs to complete
the specific ruling with the tax
authority. This opens the way
towards interesting tax planning, seeing that an EU firm
can decide, for its new activ-

ity in Italy, to apply its own tax
legislation, or perhaps a more
favourable legislation from another EU country. As of today,
it seems that this benefit can
be requested for up to three
years maximum; within the
next months the tax authority
is due to clarify if this duration
can be extended.
Transfer pricing: the possibility to demonstrate arm’s
length price: Italy is determined
to follow OCSE’s recommendations in terms of transfer pricing. In the next months, the tax
authority will announce which
documentation can be used
in proving arm’s length price.

This will serve as a preview of
the control methods to be used
by the tax authority, allowing
firms to safely plan their transfer pricing policies.
Tax auditing black lists: last
month the tax authority updated its black lists. The changes
involve the exclusion of Cyprus,
Malta and South Korea from
the lists. As for Cyprus and
Malta, it is interesting to note
that physical persons transferring their residence from Italy
to one of these two countries
do not have to show proof of
the move abroad to the tax authority.

Dr. Carlo Dalla Libera
GGI Member firm
DALLA LIBERA & PARTNERS
(Audit & Accountancy Services)
Padova, Italy
Dr. Carlo Dalla Libera
E: carlo@dalla-libera.com
W: www.dalla-libera.com

Practice Group International Taxation: Launch
of International Tax and Business Guide ahead
By Oliver Biernat
The members of the tax section of Geneva Group International felt the need to jointly
demonstrate their expertise in
consultancy with national and
cross-border tax issues all over
the world. This was the moment when the idea was born
to publish the International Tax
and Business Guide which will
be released in October. With
a volume of nearly 350 pages,
GGI’s Practice Group International Taxation, chaired by
Oliver Biernat, has designed a
practical tool for key information in tax and business matters for all decision makers
engaged in business abroad.
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Being handed to clients, potential clients, cooperation partners and national institutions,
it will at the same time be a
prestigious marketing instrument for all GGI members and
of great wealth for internal use.
In a clearly structured form,
42 countries are introduced
by local experts providing the
reader with insider knowledge
for doing business in their
countries with a special focus on tax issues. The country
profiles are flanked by a chapter with articles on general
international tax aspects, all
limited to a readable volume
and also intelligible to nontax experts, and appendices
containing information at a

glance such as a tax and a
holding company matrix, and
overviews on double taxation
treaties and recent tax information exchange agreements.
The Business Guide will
be presented during the
World Conference in October, but can also be ordered at GGI Headquarter in
Zurich. As a highly professional tool it should be distributed
extensively for demonstrating
the strength of our alliance
and its members.
GGI member firm
Benefitax GmbH
Steuerberatungsgesellschaft
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft
(Tax & Audit firm)
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GGI Practice Group International Taxation
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Cover of the International Tax
and Business Guide
Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Oliver Biernat
E: o.biernat@benefitax.de
W: www.benefitax.de
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By Prof. Robert Anthony
The principality of Monaco has signed recently
seven new bilateral agreements favoring the exchange
of information relating to
tax cooperation. The countries concerned are Sweden,
Norway, Finland, Denmark,
Iceland, the Faroe Islands
and Greenland. Monaco has
now 23 agreements 12 of
which are with OECD countries. This gives Monaco a
leading position having also
signed agreements with Austria, USA, Luxembourg, Belgium, and The Netherlands.

In addition Germany is also
about to be completed. It is
not always realized that the
agreement with France goes
back to 1963. Residents in
Monaco that are of French
nationality
are generally
subject to French taxation. It
is strange that Italy and the
UK have not pushed forward
harder to do agreements
with Monaco. Although it is
possible with the end of the
Italian Amnesty this could
speed up in their case negotiations. This would enable
Monaco to be removed from
the Italian grey list. There
are certain agreements in

place: the USA, Austria, Luxembourg as well as San Marino. Obviously, the method
of applying the treaty will
vary depending on the country concerned. In any event
the request needs to be specific identifying the person
concerned the steps already
taken in the other country
as well as the period. One
should not be fooled that the
legislation is really in place
and Monaco will apply the
agreements where justified.
GGI member firm
Anthony & Cie
(Trust & Wealth Management

© Annerp - Fotolia.com

Monaco Bilateral Agreements

Monaco has signed
bilateral agreements

new

Services, Financial tax advice)
Sophia Antipolis, France
Prof. Robert Anthony
E: robert@antco.com
W: www.antco.com

Tax benefits in Israel for foreign
residents and foreign investors
By Dov Ingber
Why Israel
Israel is a leading economy
in the region. Extensive international business activity
takes place in Israel, including

www.ggi.com

presence the largest international companies. Under the
Israeli policy of openness to
foreign investors and to encourage international activity
in Israel the Israeli legislature
provides substantial tax ben-

efits to foreign residents.
In addition Israel has signed
tax treaties and currently has
treaties with about 50 different
countries worldwide.
Capital Market
The Israeli legislature has
made it easier in many ways
for foreign residents operating in the capital market, including the following benefits:
1. Tax exemption on interest
on a foreign currency, capital
gains from securities traded
in Israel and more.
2. Tax exemption on exchange
differences on loans.
3. It is well known that Israel
is a leading economy in terms
of technology. The Israeli legislation has defined certain
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Dov Ingber
companies as “R&D intensive companies”: companies
whose main activity is R&D
activity. A foreign resident is
exempt from tax on capital
gains from selling shares in a
“R&D intensive company”.
Other Tax Benefits
1. A “foreign journalist” or
“foreign sportsman” (as defined in the tax ordinance) is

...next page
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entitled to substantial tax benefits on income in Israel.
2. A “foreign expert”; status
granted to foreign resident
who was invited in order to
work in the area of his/her expertise. A “foreign expert” will
be entitled during his/her first
12 months in Israel to deduct
rental expenses and meal allowance.
Participation Exemption
The Israeli Income Tax Act
provides for a Participation
Exemption for Israeli Holding
Companies. The purpose of
this act is to enable the establishment of international
management centers in Israel.
When certain conditions
are all met, an Israeli Holding
Company is exempt from tax
on capital gains from selling

held companies, dividends
and more. A foreign shareholder in an Israeli Holding
Company will enjoy a tax rate
of 5% on a dividend.
Approved Enterprises
To encourage capital investments in Israel and attract foreign capital a special
status is established for an
approved enterprise, for investment in industrial activity.
An approved enterprise will
enjoy grants or tax benefits or
combination.
Tax benefits are influenced
by the location of the enterprise, the scope of investment
and the percentage of holding
of foreign residents. The higher the percentage of holding
of foreign residents in the enterprise, the more substantial
the tax benefits granted.

Summary
In this short
paper, I have
reviewed various tax benefits granted by
the Israeli legislature to foreign residents
who are interested in operating in Israel.
As one can see, the benefits
cover a wide range of business
activities, and encourage foreign residents and investors to
operate in Israel with no fear
from unexpected tax liabilities.
The foregoing discussion is
of course far from being exhaustive and is only meant to
provide general information to
readers and raise their curiosity. This paper should not be
construed as or relied upon as

professional opinion or consultation.
GGI Member Firm
Vardi, Brukner, Ingber,
Rozenzveig CPA
(Audit & Accountancy firm)
Ramat-Gan, Israel
Dov Ingber, partner
E: dovi@vbir.co.il
W: www.vbir.co.il

Book Review
The next 100 years: A Forecast for
the 21st Century, George Friedman,
Doubleday 2009
A fascinating, eye-opening and
often shocking look at what lies
ahead for the U.S. and the world
from one of our most incisive
futurists.
In his thought-provoking new
book, George Friedman, founder
of STRATFOR – the preeminent
private intelligence and forecasting
firm – focuses on what he knows
best, the future. Positing that
civilization is at the dawn of a
new era, he offers a lucid, highly
readable forecast of the changes
we can expect around the world

www.ggi.com

during the twenty-first century all
based on his own thorough analysis
and research. For example, The
U.S.-Jihadist war will be replaced
by a new cold war with Russia;
China’s role as a world power will
diminish; Mexico will become an
important force on the geopolitical
stage; and new technologies and
cultural trends will radically alter
the way we live (and fight wars).
Riveting reading from first to last,
The Next 100 Years is a fascinating
exploration of what the future
holds for all of us.
Press reviews
“Expect the unexpected... He can
see without the crystal ball.”–

Newsweek
“Barron’s consistently has found
Stratfor’s insights informative
and largely on the money—as has
the company’s large client base,
which ranges from corporations
to media outlets and government
agencies.”– Barron’s
“There is a temptation, when you
are around George Friedman, to
treat him like a Magic 8-Ball.”–New
York Times Magazine
“Predictions have made George
Friedman a hot property these
days.” – The Wall Street Journal
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For continual, updated analysis
and supplemental material, go
to www.Stratfor.com. Please click
here for source.
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Further conferences and events
What: 5th International Conference on Legal,
Security and Privacy Issues in IT
Where: Barcelona, Spain
When: 2 - 5 Nov 2010
Brief description: The International Association
of IT Lawyers (IAITL) invites you to participate in the
5th International Conference on legal, security and
privacy issues in information technology law, which
will be held in cooperation with Elsevier Publishing.
The Conference is an opportunity for academics, practitioners and consultants to come together, exchange
ideas, and discuss emerging issues in IT law and
the emerging technological environment. We invite
contributions focusing on Legal, Security and Privacy
Issues of IT, including e.g.:
• Cybercrime, E-signatures, E-forensics and Evidence,
Email monitoring and privacy issues in the workplace,
Data retention & protection, Intellectual Property
Rights, Contract and Tort, Virtual Companies, E-commerce law.
Click for more information

What: Advanced Contract Law
Where: Hong Kong, China
When: 22 - 25 Nov 2010
Brief description: ‘Advanced Contract Law’ is a 2-day,
practical training course that will cover: Warranties, representations and entire agreement clauses; Indemnities
and exclusion clauses, including limitation of liability;
Service credits and liquidated damages; Force majeure;
E-contracts; Termination.
This course aims to: To strengthen your knowledge of
complex contractual terms including indemnities, warranties and exclusion clauses; To refresh your knowledge
of the law surrounding breach, termination and liquidated damages, enabling you to draft tighter provisions
and ensure greater protection for your stakeholders; To
review the latest developments in e-contract law;
To review useful boilerplate clauses and create new precedents. 
Click for more information

What: Risk Management Workshop
Where: New York, United States
When: 1 - 3 Dec 2010
Brief description: This specialized three-day risk
workshop is designed specifically for those individuals
interested in gaining a greater understanding of risk
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management principals, measurement techniques and
practical application.
An extensive practical training workshop teaching:
• A systematic approach adequately defining, measuring, monitoring and controlling market, credit and
operational risks for multi-industries such as hedge
funds, banking, energy and more.
• Methods to increase company-wide awareness, understanding and senior level support
• Pre-emptive frameworks to effectively identify and
report key exposure “hot spots”
• How to effectively focus on model risk
• Latest quantitative as well as qualitative approaches
to measuring market, credit and operational risk
• How to examine and evaluate corporate governance
• How to construct an enterprise-wide risk management approach
• How to quickly establish and apply an operational
loss database
• Identification of the Top-10 key operational risk drivers and how to develop an internal scoring model which
can be used for company evaluations
• In-class case studies that assist in developing the
needed skills in risk identification, measurement, reporting and how to create strong prevention strategies.

Click for more information

Head Office
Forsterstrasse 70
8044 Zurich, Switzerland
T +41 44 256 18 18
F +41 44 256 18 11
E info@ggi.com
W www.ggi.com

Contact
If you wish to be removed from
the mailing list, send an email to
info@ggi.com. Let us know what
you think about INSIDER. We
welcome your feedback.

Disclaimer
The information provided in this
INSIDER came from reliable
sources and was prepared from data
assumed to be correct; however, we
neither accept liability for nor are we
able to guarantee the content.

What: Auditing Risk Management and Basel II 		 Netherlands
Where: Amsterdam, Netherlands
When: 14 - 17 Dec 2010
Brief description: Basel II has now been largely
implemented in many countries, except for the approval and implementation of some advanced models. Internal audit departments are now busy planning
audits in a Basel II environment and are finding much
has changed from the traditional approaches.
This four day course focuses on the main banking
risks, the management and governance requirements
under Basel II and how they may be audited. The programme is designed to help internal auditors focus on
the key areas where they may need to upgrade their
technical knowledge an dpossibly engage the services
of external specialists so as to enure they provide the
necessary level of assurance to the board of directors.

Click for more information
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